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Abstract—In a software defined network, the controller needs
to obtain/collect traffic measurement information (i.e., flow s-
tatistics) from switches for different applications, such as traffic
engineering. Existing solutions seldom consider the per-switch
cost, which may lead to heavy statistics collection cost (e.g., high
CPU overhead) on some switches. Due to limited computing
power on most commodity switches, heavy statistics collection
cost on those switches may seriously interfere with the basic
rule operations, especially when some switches need to deal
with many new-arrival flows or update routes of existing flows.
To address this challenge, we design and implement efficient
flow statistics collection (FSC) with limited interference on the
basic rule operations. We formally propose a cooperative flow
statistics collection with per-switch cost constraint (CP-FSC)
problem. We prove that the CP-FSC problem is NP-hard and
present an efficient algorithm with approximation ratio 1/2,
based on dynamic programming. To reduce the time complexity,
a greedy-based algorithm with approximation ratio 1/3 is also
presented. We implement the proposed FSC algorithms on
our SDN platform. The experimental results and the extensive
simulation results show 36%-59% performance improvement
compared with the existing solutions.

Index Terms—Flow Statistics Collection, Cost, Delay, Wildcard,
Approximation.

I. INTRODUCTION

To explore the full advantages of SDN, accurate traffic
measurement information in the data plane is essential to
various applications, such as traffic engineering [1], security
protection and attack detection [2] [3]. For example, many data
centers collect traffic statistics for dynamical flow scheduling
[4]. Accurate statistics information of flow traffic helps to
improve the routing QoS, such as low latency and low packet
loss ratio. As another example, traffic statistics information has
been widely used to detect attacks and protect the network.
Some security attacks, e.g. DDoS [2] [3], are often detected
by analyzing the changes or entropy of flow traffic. Thus, it
is of vital importance to collect accurate flow statistics from
switches.
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Most commodity SDN switches are able to measure dif-
ferent types of traffic statistics, including packets, bytes or
durations, through specifications in flow entries. To obtain
traffic statistics information, the flow statistics collection (F-
SC) problem studied here is fully different from the traditional
traffic measurement problem in SDNs [5] [6] [7] [8] [9], which
studies how switches derive flow statistics. FSC focuses on
how the controller collects the derived flow statistics from
the switches.

OpenFlow [10] specifies two different approaches for F-
SC from switches. One is the push-based mechanism. The
controller learns active flows and derives their statistics by
passively receiving reports from switches. The push-based
FSC results in low communication overhead between switches
and the controller [11]. However, several factors limit its
application in some practical scenarios. First, current com-
modity switches often do not inform the controller about the
behavior of a flow until the entry times out. Accordingly, the
push-based FSC approach can not be useful for many real-
time applications, e.g., dynamic flow scheduling [12] [13] and
event-triggered statistics collection. Second, to support push-
based FSC with smart policy, it poses some additional require-
ments on both hardware and/or software, such as counters
and comparators [12]. In fact, many commodity switches do
not equip with these hardwares to support the flexible push-
based FSC. Moreover, due to traffic dynamics, it is also a
challenging issue to set smart policies for statistics pushing.
Third, when the traffic varies dynamically, the FSC events will
be frequently triggered and a massive number of measurement
reports will be sent to the controller, causing large cost of the
switch’s CPU resource [14] [13]. The other is the pull-based
solution: the controller just sends a Read-State message
(also called FSC request) to retrieve the flow statistics from a
switch. Since this mechanism is triggered by the controller, it
does not pose additional requirements of both hardware and
software on switches, and has been widely used in various
SDN applications [13] [15] [16]. In this work, we focus on
the pull-based FSC method.

There are three strategies of pull-based flow statistics col-
lection, per-flow [15], per-switch [13] [16] [17] and wildcard-
based [8]. The difference among these schemes is the gran-
ularity of statistics collection. Specifically, the per-flow (or
per-switch) method will collect the statistics information of
one flow (or all flows through this switch) for each FSC
request. While for the wildcard-based method, the controller
collects the statistics information of a set of flows matching
with the wildcard rule in the request. In a recent work [8],
the authors have reported that the wildcard-based FSC method
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usually could achieve lower processing latency on the switches
and cost of the control channel bandwidth than both the per-
flow and per-switch methods by combining flow statistics and
distributing the FSC requests among all switches. Thus, this
paper also focuses on the wildcard-based FSC approach.

In this paper, we study the problem of efficient flow statistics
collection, while less interfering with flow entry operations
on switches. With the development of information technology,
the network burdens with more and more flows. To give an
example, in a moderate-size data center network [18], the
volume of flows arriving at a switch will reach 75K-100K
flows/min for a rack composed of 40 servers. It would be in
the order of 1,300K if each server hosts around 15 virtual
machines. On one hand, the massive number of flows make
network links very busy. By the empirical study of the network
traffic conducted among 10 data centers, the authors in [19]
observed that about 20% of the core links were hot-spots at
least 50% of time intervals. Thus, these links are apt to be
congested without efficient route control. To provide highly
efficient route control, traffic statistics information is necessary
and instrumental. On the other hand, a great quantity of flows
make a switch’s CPU on high loads for dealing with rule
operations, such as rule setup for new-arrival flows, and rule
modification for flow rerouting. In fact, each commodity SDN
switch is usually equipped with a low-end CPU with limited
processing capacity [20] [21]. Under this situation, most of
the CPU capacity is expected to deal with the switch’s basic
rule operations. However, DevoFlow [12] has shown that the
flow statistics collection overhead will significantly interfere
with the switch’s basic operations. For example, the FSC for
4500 counters/rules per second will reduce the number of
installed rules from 275 to 150 on HP5460zl switches, which
may result in long-delay route update or blocking new-arrival
flows. Thus, it is important and challenging to achieve FSC
with less interference on basic rule operations.

To efficiently obtain the statistics information from switch-
es, the existing methods [8] [13] [16] usually target on
reducing the cost for statistics collection of all (or most)
flows in the network, without considering the per-switch cost
constraint. However, it may lead to massive cost on some
switches, which seriously interferes with basic rule operations
on these switches, thus decreasing the user experience.

Therefore, it is important to perform efficient flow statistics
collection with per-switch cost constraint, so that basic rule
operations on each switch will be less impeded. When an
FSC event is triggered (e.g., the timer is fired or some links
are congested), the controller sends FSC requests, each of
which contains one wildcard rule, to switches, while satisfying
cost constraint on each switch. Our objective is to collect the
statistics information of more flows from distributed switches
so as to draw a more accurate traffic view in the data plane.
The main contributions of this paper are as follows:

1) In order to avoid flow statistics collection interfere with
the basic rule operations of switch, we formulate the
problem of how to determine which set of wildcard re-
quest (or rules) to use for flow statistics collection at each
switch such that one can maximize the number of flows
whose statistics are collected, while ensuring the FSC
cost at each switch does not exceed its cost constraint.

The complexity of this problem is also analyzed.
2) We propose the cooperative flow statistics collection (CP-

FSC) with cost constraint problem, and prove its NP-
hardness. To clarify this problem, we also discuss the
difference of proposed CP-FSC from previous problems.

3) We then propose an efficient algorithm with approxima-
tion ratio 1/2 based on dynamic programming. Moreover,
a greedy-based algorithm with approximation ratio 1/3 is
also presented. We analyze the time complexity of both
algorithms.

4) We implement the proposed FSC algorithms on our SDN
platform. The extensive experiment and simulation results
show that our algorithms can collect traffic statistics of
36%-59% more flows compared with the existing per-
flow and wildcard-based solutions.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We introduce
the cost of FSC in Section II, formulate the CP-FSC problem,
and give the NP-hardness proof. We propose two algorithms
for CP-FSC in Section III. The experimental and simulation
results are reported in Section IV. We review related works in
Section V and conclude the paper in Section VI.

II. PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we first produce the network model, and the
specific process for flow statistics collection. We then analyze
the FSC cost based on the practical testing, and accordingly
give the definition of the cooperative flow statistics collection
(CP-FSC) problem.

A. Network Model

An SDN consists of a logically-centralized controller and
a set of switches, V = {v1, ..., vn}, n = |V |. The data
plane of an SDN network is composed of these switches.
Therefore, we model the network topology of the data plane
as G = (V,E), where E denotes the set of links connecting
switches. Note that in a large-scale network, the control plane
usually consists of multiple controllers [21], which is helpful
to achieve load balancing among individual controllers and
enhance the network robustness. Since we care for per-switch
FSC cost, the number of controllers will not significantly
impact the per-switch performance for FSC. Therefore, for the
sake of simplicity, we assume that the control plane consists
of only one controller.

As specified by OpenFlow 1.3 [10], a flow table consists of
a finite number of flow entries, which is also called rules,
and each flow entry consists of several fields. In the flow
table, a unique entry is together identified by the match
fields and priority. The OpenFlow switch implements traffic
measurement through the counter field. When a packet reaches
a switch, if there is one or several flow entries that match the
packet, this switch will choose the one which has the highest
priority, carry out the action specified by the instruction field
of this entry, and increase the value of the counter field
according to different traffic measurements, such as packets
or bytes. Otherwise, the switch reports the packet header to
the controller. Then, the controller computes an appropriate
route path for this flow, and setups a sequence of entries to
the switches on this path.
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In fact, we collect the statistics information of the counter
field in the flow entries. In an SDN, each flow entry may
match one or several flows. For simplicity, we first assume
that the controller setups exact-match entries (i.e., one entry
just matches one flow) in the flow tables using the reactive
model. To be more practical, the controller may install some
wildcard entries (i.e., one entry may match more than one
flow) using the proactive model, which will be discussed in
Section III-C.

B. Specific Process for Flow Statistics Collection

We introduce the interaction between switches and the
controller. The OpenFlow standard specifies that, each SDN
switch communicates with the controller through OpenFlow
agent (OFA) implemented by software over a secure TCP con-
nection [20]. A TCP connection between OFA and controller
encrypted by TLS will be established. The OFA allows the
controller to interact with the switch to control its behavior
through the TCP connection. When a packet reaches a switch
and there is no matched flow entry, the switch will inform the
controller through this connection, which then configures the
switch’s flow table for packet forwarding.

We then introduce the specific process for FSC from switch-
es and the FSC traffic amount. An FSC event will trigger the
following actions. First, the controller sends an FSC request,
whose length is 144bytes [10], to a switch. Second, the counter
field and other fields (e.g., match fields) of all matched flow
entries are encapsulated into an FSC reply packet by the OFA.
Third, the controller receives the FSC reply packet sent by
the OFA. For simplicity, the set of matched flows (or entries)
with the FSC request is denoted as Π′. The length of the
reply packet is determined by the number of flows in Π′,
and is expressed as lh + le · |Π′|, where lh stands for the
length of the packet header, and le denotes the length for
each flow entry. As specified in [10], lh and le are 74 bytes
and 96 bytes, respectively. We have conducted an experiment
to validate these values through our OVS platform. Therefore,
the length of a reply packet is 96 · |Π′|+ 74 bytes.
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Fig. 1: Switch’s CPU Utilization vs. Number of Covered Flows (or
entries) per FSC request. Left plot: Idle State without Traffic; right
plot: With Traffic Load 1Gbps.

C. Cost of Flow Statistics Collection

For ease of expression, we assume that all entries are exact-
matched rules. In Section III-C, we will extend our solution
to the wildcard rules. When an FSC request is sent to switch
v, we assume that the statistics information of a flow set
Π′ will be collected, and denote the cost on switch v as
c(Π′). Intuitively, we expect that the flow statistics collection

should less interfere with the basic rule operations, or the CPU
consumption for FSC should be constrained. More specifically,
if we expect that α (e.g., 80%) CPU capacity will be reserved
to deal with the basic rule operations, the switch’s CPU
utilization for FSC should not exceed 1−α (e.g., 20%). Note
that, the value of parameter α depends on the user’s QoS
requirement. The larger the value of parameter α becomes,
the more rule operations per second the switch can support.
In practice, the OpenFlow standard [10] does not provide the
interface to acquire the real-time switch’s CPU utilization.
Thus, it is infeasible to measure the CPU utilization directly.
We should consider an alternative way to reflect the CPU
utilization.

Observing the process of FSC as described in Section II-B,
each switch’s CPU is responsible for parsing the FSC request
and encapsulating the flow statistics information. Intuitively,
encapsulating more statistics information consumes more CPU
resources, especially for low-end CPU on most commodity
switches. To validate the intuition, we test on the H3C
S5120 switch with different traffic loads. Note that, although
OpenFlow does not provide the interface for acquiring the
real-time CPU utilization, we log in the switch and use the
“display cpu-usage” command to directly acquire the switch’s
CPU utilization. The left plot of Fig. 1 indicates that the
CPU utilization increases almost linearly with the number of
collected flows under the idle state. The fitting function is
y = 0.03244x + 2.9818, where y and x denote the average
CPU utilization and the number of collected flows. When we
increase the traffic load to 1Gbps on the switch, a similar
performance is shown in the right plot of Fig. 1. That’s
because the SDN switch has special hardware for traffic
forwarding, which scarcely affects the CPU utilization for
FSC. Accordingly, the fitting function can be described as
y = 0.03249x+ 2.7773.

This figure shows that the CPU utilization for FSC linearly
depends on the number of collected flows. As described above,
though the controller collects the statistics information of the
same number of flows, different FSC schemes will lead to
various traffic amount. Thus, to be more precise, we alterna-
tively use the FSC traffic amount, including FSC request and
encapsulated statistics information, c(Π′) = 96·|Π′|+218 with
unit byte as the FSC cost. We believe that this cost metric is
sufficient to reflect the CPU utilization for each FSC request.
In [8], the authors give the formal delay cost for each FSC
request based on practical testing. However, this cost metric
may rely on the performance of physical switches. On the
other hand, the cost of FSC traffic amount is independent of
different physical switches.

D. Definition of Cooperative Flow Statistics Collection (CP-
SFC)

In a typical SDN, when a new-arrival flow reaches a switch,
the switch reports the header packet of this flow (e.g., using
Packet-in messages [22]) to the controller. Therefore, it is
appropriate to suppose that the controller knows the existing
flows in a network, denoted as Π = {γ1, ..., γh}, with h = |Π|.
To be general, the controller may not exactly know the existing
flow set in the proactive model. We will discuss how to deal
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with this case in Section III-C. In practice, the number of flows
through a switch may be dynamic. Since FSC is expected to be
finished usually in a fast manner (e.g., 200ms), it is reasonable
to suppose that the impact of flow dynamics on FSC can be
ignored. Since the route paths for flows are determined by the
controller with a centralized manner, we also know the flow
set, represented as Πi, through each switch vi. For a flow,
the controller knows its actual number of packets (or traffic
intensity) once its traffic statistic is collected. We say that
this flow is covered. In the following case, the controller will
remove the corresponding entries on switches, and update the
flow set Π. The traffic statistic of some flow does not vary, or
this flow has finished.

In this paper, we adopt the wildcard-based FSC method.
Assuming that there is a set of wildcards, denoted as R =
{r1, r2, ..., rm}, with m = |R|. To give an example, we
describe the general way to derive wildcards as follows [8]:
each wildcard rj only identifies the termination vj , and does
not care where the flow comes from. That is, it can match
every source in the network. Each wildcard can also identify
other fields in the packet header, such as protocol or source
or both. When the controller delivers an FSC request with
wildcard rj to switch vi, the switch assembles all of the
flow entries matching with this wildcard rj into a reply
packet, which will be sent to the controller. In this situation,
let the covered flow set be Πj

i . As the example described
above, the wildcard rules for FSC usually meet the following
two characteristics: (1) Completeness, i.e.,

⋃
rj∈R Πj

i = Πi,
∀vi ∈ V . (2) Disjointness, i.e., Πj1

i ∩ Πj2
i = ∅, ∀rj1 6= rj2 ,

∀vi ∈ V . It is noted that because there are different flows
whose terminal is vj on different switches, the controller can
deliver FSC requests with the same wildcards rj to different
switch simultaneously.

The controller will deliver Read-State requests to different
switches when it expects to collect the statistics information.
Each Read-State request is composed of a wildcard. It should
be noted that, for an FSC event, a switch may receive more
than one request from a controller. Consequently, the total cost
(i.e., the total FSC traffic amount) on switch vi is denoted as
c(vi). To avoid interfering with the basic functions, such as
rule setup, the FSC cost on each switch should not surpass
the threshold Bi (e.g., 1Mb), which depends on different
application requirements, and will be discussed in Section
IV-B. We aim to maximize the number of covered flows in
the network, which benefits for various applications, such as
flow re-routing or traffic engineering.

One may think that the flow statistics information can be
collected only from edge switches. The authors [23] have
shown high efficiency of network-wide measurement instead
of that only on edge switches. In fact, for the statistics
collection, cooperative FSC from all switches also helps to
reduce the CPU overhead of all switches, which can support
more basic rule operations in an SDN.

Accordingly, we formulate CP-FSC as follows:

max
∑

γ∈Π
zγ

S.t.


zγ ≤

∑
γ∈Π

j
i
xji , ∀γ ∈ Π

c(vi) =
∑
rj∈R x

j
i c(Π

j
i ) ≤ Bi, ∀vi ∈ V

xji ∈ {0, 1} , ∀vi, rj
zγ ∈ {0, 1} , ∀γ ∈ Π

(1)

where zγ indicates whether the statistic of flow γ will be
collected or not. xji indicates whether a Read-State request
with wildcard rj will be sent from the controller to switch vi
or not. The first set of constraints decides whether the statistics
information of flow γ will be collected or not. The second set
of constraints tells that each switch vi costs at most Bi to
respond to FSC requests. We aim to maximize the number of
covered flows, that is, max

∑
γ∈Π zγ .

Theorem 1: The CP-FSC problem is NP-hard.
Proof: We prove the NP-hardness by showing that the

single knapsack (SKP) problem [24] is a special case of CP-
FSC. We consider a network situation, in which switch vi is
in the idle state and all others are in the saturated state. As a
result, we can collect flow statistics information only from this
idle switch. For each wildcard rule rj , we regard the flow set
Πj
i as an item. Moreover, its weight and value are defined as

c(Πj
i ) and |Πj

i |, respectively. Then, our CP-FSC problem turns
to find a set of items to maximize the total values with total
weight constraint Bi. Thus, this is a typical SKP problem,
which is NP-hard [24]. Since SKP is a special case of our
problem, CP-FSC is an NP-hard problem too.

E. Differences to Existing Problems

One may think that the CP-FSC problem is similar to the
existing problems, such as the budgeted maximum coverage
problem [25] or the maximum coverage problem with group
budget constraints [26]. Before discussing the differences
between these two problems, the definition of the budgeted
maximum coverage problem will be given first.

Definition 1: Budgeted Maximum Coverage (BMC) Prob-
lem [25]: Given a ground set X , a collection of sets S =
{S1, S2, ..., Sp}, with each set Sj associated with a cost c(Sj)
defined over a domain of weighted elements, and a cost
threshold C, the objective is to find a subset of S, denoted
as S′, which maximizes the total weights of elements covered
by S′ and the total cost of S′ should not exceed C.

Differences with the BMC Problem: The BMC problem
regards that all the element sets S are put in a group, and there
is only one total cost constraint C on this group. However,
for the CP-FSC problem, each switch corresponds to a group.
Thus, there are n groups, in which each group for each switch
vi is associated with a cost constraint Bi.

Definition 2: Maximum Coverage with Group Budget Con-
straints (MCG) Problem [26] Given a ground set X and
subsets {S1, S2, ..., Sp}, each set Sj is combined with a
cost/budget c(Sj). Given sets G1, G2, ..., Gl, each Gi, called
a group, is a subset of {S1, S2, ...Sp}. Further, there are given
an overall cost C and a cost Ci for each group Gi, 1 ≤ i ≤ l.
The objective is to find a subset H ⊆ {S1, S2, ..., Sp}, which
satisfies that the total cost of the set in H is at most C, and
the union of sets in H contains as many elements as possible.
At the same time, ensure that, for any group Gi, the total cost
of the sets in H ∩Gi will not exceed Ci.
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Differences with the MCG problem: In this case, each
group Gi for switch vi can be regarded as {Π1

i , ...,Π
m
i }.

There are two main differences between CP-FSC and MCG.
One is that CP-FSC has no total cost/budget constraint on
all switches, or we can say that the total cost constraint is
infinite for CP-FSC. The other is the mutual exclusion feature
of wildcard rules for CP-FSC, that is, Πj1

i ∩Πj2
i = Φ,∀rj1 ∈

R, rj2 ∈ R, 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Thus, we can say that CP-FSC is a
special case of MCG.

The authors in [26] have designed a greedy algorithm for
the MCG problem with approximation ratio µ

6(µ+1) , where
µ is the approximation ratio for a polynomial-time oracle,
with 0 < µ ≤ 1. Though we can directly apply the designed
algorithms for MCG [26] to find an approximation solution for
our CP-FSC problem, the approximation performance may not
be satisfied. In this paper, according to the special features of
the CP-FSC problem, we will design two efficient algorithms
with better approximation factors in Section III.

III. ALGORITHM DESIGN OF PROPORTIONAL FAIRNESS

Since the CP-FSC problem is NP-hard, we first propose an
approximation algorithm using dynamic programming and an-
alyze the performance of this algorithm (Section III-A). Then
we derive a greedy-based approximation algorithm which has
lower time complexity (Section III-B) compared with the DP-
based algorithm (Section III-B). We also give some discussion
to enhance our proposed algorithms (Section III-C).

A. A 1/2 Approximation Algorithm via Dynamic Program-
ming

1) Algorithm Description: This section introduces an ap-
proximation algorithm, called D-FSC, based on dynamic pro-
gramming (DP) to solve the CP-FSC problem. Before the
algorithm description, we consider a special case in which
there is only one switch (e.g., vi) in the network. Obviously,
this special case belongs to the 0-1 knapsack problem [24].
Specifically, the size of the knapsack (or switch vi) is its
cost constraint, i.e., Bi. For each wildcard rule rj , Πj

i can
be regarded as an individual object, whose cost is c(Πj

i ). The
profit of each set Πj

i , denoted by p(Πj
i ), is the number of

uncovered flows in set Πj
i . It can be solved by the previous

knapsack algorithms, e.g., [27].
The D-FSC algorithm is composed of a group of iterations.

In each iteration, there are two main steps. In the first step,
we use dynamic programming for the 0-1 knapsack problem
to determine the maximum number of incrementally covered
flows for each switch (lines 6-11 in Alg.1), which will be de-
scribed in Section III-A2. We then choose the switch, denoted
by vi, with the maximum profit among all the switches. The
DP method also determines a set of wildcard rules applied
on switch vi. In the second step, the algorithm updates the
profit of each flow set Πj

i . For simplicity, let Π be the set
of covered flows. The profit of a flow set Πj

i is updated as
p(Πj

i ) = |Πj
i − Π|. The algorithm will not terminate until all

switches have been checked. The D-FSC algorithm is formally
described in Alg. 1.

Algorithm 1 D-FSC: DP-based FSC
1: The switch set is denoted by V .
2: while |V | > 0 do
3: Step 1: Choosing a switch with the maximum profit
4: for each switch vi ∈ V do
5: Apply the dynamic programming method to com-

pute the maximum profit p(vi) for switch vi with
cost constraint Bi:

6: Set A(1, p(Π1
i )) = c(Π1

i ),∀vi. Set A(1, k) = ∞,∀k
when k 6= p(Π1

i ).
7: Set p(vi) = p(Π1

i ) and Ri = {Π1
i }

8: for j in 2 to |V | do
9: for k in 1 to bBi/c1c do

10: Compute A(j, k) according to Eq. (2) and
record related set Sj,k.

11: if k > p(vi) and A(j, k) ≤ Bi then
12: Set p(vi) = k and Ri = Sj,k
13: Select switch vq with the maximum profit p(vq), and

the chosen rule set is denoted by R′ = Rq
14: for Each wildcard rule rj ∈ R′ do
15: Π = Π + Πj

q

16: V = V − {vq}
17: Step 2: Updating the profit of each flow set
18: for each switch vi ∈ V do
19: for each wildcard rule rj ∈ R do
20: p(Πj

i ) = |Πj
i −Π|

2) Solving 0-1 knapsack using DP: This section will de-
scribe a DP-based algorithm to compute the maximum profit
p(vi) for each switch vi with cost constraint Bi. Besides, z
denotes the largest profit-cost ratio among these flow sets.
It means that the achievable profit under the cost constraint
Bi is no more than z · Bi. The profit-cost ratio of each
flow set Πj

i is p(Πj
i )

c(Πj
i )
≤ |Πj

i |
(c1|Πj

i |+c2)/(1−qi)
≤ 1−qi

c1
≤ 1

c1
.

So we have z ≤ 1
c1

, and z · Bi ≤ Bi

c1
. For each wildcard

rj ∈ R and k ∈ {1, ..., bz · Bic}, Sj,k denotes a subset of
{Π1

i , ...,Π
j
i}, whose total cost is minimum among all subsets

with total profit of exactly k. A(j, k) denotes the cost of set
Sj,k (A(j, k) = ∞ if no such set exists). Obviously, A(1, k)
is known for every k ∈ {1, ..., bBi/c1c}. The following DP
expression helps to compute all values A(j, k).

A(j + 1, k) =


min{A(j, k), c(Πj+1

i )

+A(j, k − p(Πj+1
i ))}, if p(Πj+1

i ) < k

A(j, k), otherwise
(2)

The maximum profit under the cost constraint Bi can be
expressed by max{k|A(m, k) ≤ Bi}, which is the flow sets
with the highest profit such that the total cost of them is less
than or equal to the constraint. We thus get a polynomial-time
algorithm for knapsack. The time complexity of the dynamic
programming method for 0-1 knapsack is as follows [27].

Theorem 2: The running time of the DP method is O(m ·
Bi/c1) or O(m ·Bi), where the unit of Bi is byte.

One may think that the time complexity of the DP method
for 0-1 knapsack may be pseudo-polynomial due to the large
size of the knapsack [27]. We consider two cases of cost
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constraint Bi. As Bi exceeds the value of h · (c1 + c2), where
c1 and c2 are two constants, and h is the number of flows
in the network, all the flow sets through switch vi can be
collected. Then, the DP method just cares for the case of
Bi ≤ h · (c1 +c2), i.e., Bi = O(h). Thus, the time complexity
of DP is not pseudo-polynomial, but polynomial.

3) Performance Analysis: In the following, QG denotes the
set of covered flows by the D-FSC algorithm. In the lth itera-
tion of D-FSC, the covered flow set is G′l, and the incremental
profit is denoted by X ′l . Obviously X ′l = ω(G′l\

⋃l−1
i=1G

′
i).

Lemma 3: The D-FSC algorithm can achieve the approxi-
mation ratio 1/2 for the CP-FSC problem.

Proof: Let β be the approximation ratio of the greedy
algorithm for 0-1 knapsack. Consider an instant that the D-
FSC algorithm has executed l-1 iterations. In the lth iteration,
the algorithm chooses the switch vl′ . Assume that the optimal
solution will select a flow set, denoted by Ol, from switch vl′ .
If we choose Ol instead of G′l in this iteration, the incremental
profit becomes ω(Ol\

⋃l−1
i=1G

′
i), denoted by X ′′l. Obviously,

we have X ′l ≥ β ·X ′′l = β ·ω(Ol\
⋃l−1
i=1G

′
i) ≥ β ·ω(Ol\QG).

It follows
ω(QG) =

∑m

l=1
X ′l ≥

∑m

l=1
β · ω(Ol\QG)

= β ·
∑m

l=1
ω(Ol\QG) ≥ β · ω(

⋃m

l=1
Ol\QG)

= β · ω(OPT\QG) ≥ β · [ω(OPT )− ω(QG)] (3)
Thus, we have

ω(QG) ≥ β

1 + β
· ω(OPT ) (4)

Since the dynamic program method achieves the optimal
result for 0-1 knapsack [28], by Eq. (4), the D-FSC algorithm
can achieve the approximation ratio 1/2 for CP-FSC.

Assume that the maximum cost constraint of all switches
is denoted by B, i.e., B = max{Bi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n}. f denotes
the maximum number of switched visited by each flow.

Theorem 4: The time complexity of the D-FSC algorithm
is O(n2 ·m · Bc1 + n · f · h).

Proof: Suppose that there are n switches in this network.
In each iteration, we regard every switch vi as a knapsack.
According to Theorem 2, for switch vi, the time complexity
for Lines 5-16 is O(m· Bc1 ), where m is the number of wildcard
rules in a network. Since there are at most n unchecked
switches, the time complexity for the first step is O(n ·m · Bc1 ).
In the second step, we update the profit of each flow set, it
takes O(f · h) time, for each flow will appear at most f flow
sets, and h is the number of flows in the network. Since the
algorithm consists of at most n iterations, the time complexity
of D-FSC is O(n2 ·m · Bc1 + n · f · h).

B. A 1/3 Approximation Algorithm for CP-FSC

Though the approximation ratio of the D-FSC algorithm is
very close to the best ratio for the CP-FSC problem, it may not
be always feasible for some real-time applications due to its
high time complexity. Thus, this section presents an efficient
algorithm with low time complexity for the CP-FSC problem.
The proposed algorithm is called G-FSC.

1) Algorithm Description: By Theorem 4, the time com-
plexity of D-FSC mainly stems from the DP method for
solving 0-1 knapsack in the first step. The authors in [28]

have designed a greedy method with low time complexity
for the 0-1 knapsack problem. Basically, for each switch, the
greedy method iteratively chooses the flow set (corresponding
to the wildcard rule) with the largest profit-cost ratio with a
cost constraint. Here, we omit the description of the greedy
method for 0-1 knapsack, and the readers can refer [28] for
details. We choose a switch, denoted by vi, with maximum
profit. Then, we determine the set of rules R′, which will be
sent to switch vi to collect the flow statistics, and update the
covered flow set and the profit for each flow set (Line 13).
The G-FSC algorithm is described as follows.

Algorithm 2 G-FSC: Greedy FSC
1: V =all switches set.
2: while |V | > 0 do
3: Step 1: Choosing a switch with maximum profit
4: Regard every switch vi as a package and compute the

profit p(vi) using greedy 0-1 knapsack
5: Select switch vi with the maximum profit
6: V = V − {vi}
7: The chosen rule set is denoted by R′

8: for Each wildcard rule rj ∈ R′ do
9: Π = Π + Πj

i

10: Step 2: Updating the profit of each flow set
11: for each switch vi ∈ V do
12: for each wildcard rule rj ∈ R do
13: p(Πj

i ) = |Πj
i −Π|

2) Performance Analysis: In the following, QG denotes the
set of covered flows by the G-FSC algorithm. In the lth itera-
tion of G-FSC, the covered flow set is G′l, and the incremental
profit is denoted by X ′l . Obviously X ′l = ω(G′l\

⋃l−1
i=1G

′
i).

Lemma 5: The G-FSC algorithm can achieve the approxi-
mation ratio 1/3 for the CP-FSC problem.

Proof: Since the greedy method achieves the approxima-
tion ratio 1/2 for 0-1 knapsack [28], by Eq. (4), the G-FSC
algorithm can achieve the approximation ratio 1/3 for the CP-
FSC problem.

Lemma 6: The time complexity of G-FSC is O(n2 ·
m logm+ n · f · h).

Proof: Similar to the D-FSC algorithm, there are at most
n iterations in the G-FSC algorithm, and each iteration con-
sists of two main steps. In the first step, the time complexity of
the greedy algorithm is O(m · logm) [28]. In the second step,
we update the profit of each flow set, which takes O(f · h)
time. As a result, the total time complexity of the G-FSC
algorithm is O(n2 ·m · logm+ n · f · h).

C. Discussion

We discuss some practical issues to make the proposed
algorithms more applicable.

First, the objective of the problem definition Eq. (1) is
to maximize the number of collected flow statistics. For
applications such as traffic engineering or security analytic,
flow statistics from specific network locations or specific flows
(e.g. identified by different protocol features) might be more
important than others. So we introduce an ”importance label”
θγ for flow/rule γ and maximize the collection of rules under
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consideration of their importance. The statistics of rules with
larger importance labels will be more likely to be collected
by our proposed solution. The importance of rules depends
on the application’s requirement. For example, elephant flows
are more important than mouse flows in flow rerouting, while
traffic from a specific IP may be more important than other
traffic in some attack detection applications. The importance
label can be set according to the applications’ needs. The
definition of the extended problem can be rewritten as follows.

max
∑

γ∈Π
θγzγ

S.t.


zγ ≤

∑
γ∈Π

j
i
xji , ∀γ ∈ Π

c(vi) =
∑
rj∈R x

j
i c(Π

j
i ) ≤ Bi, ∀vi ∈ V

xji ∈ {0, 1} , ∀vi, rj
zγ ∈ {0, 1} , ∀γ ∈ Π

(5)

We should note that the D-FSC/G-FSC algorithms can solve
Eq. (5) through some modifications. We need to redefine the
meaning of profit p(Πj

i ) of each set Πj
i as the summation of

important label of uncovered flows in this set rather than the
number of uncovered flows in this set in Alg. 1. We also need
to adjust the update value of p(Πj

i ) in the second step of D-
FSC/G-FSC algorithms for Eq. (5). Specifically, let Π be the
set of covered flows. The profit of a flow set Πj

i is updated to
p(Πj

i ) =
∑
γ∈Πj

i\Π
θγ rather than p(Πj

i ) = |Πj
i − Π| in Line

20 of Alg. 1 and Line 13 of Alg. 2.
In fact, after the above modification, the proposed D-

FSC/G-FSC algorithms can guarantee the same approximation
performance for Eq. (5) with the importance label θ. Specifi-
cally, the proposed D-FSC/G-FSC algorithms can be divided
into several rounds, and each round of both algorithms needs
to solve the 0-1 knapsack problem for the remaining switches.
The goal of 0-1 knapsack problem is to maximize the total
profits of selected items. In the original algorithms, the profit
of each item (flows with the same wildcard) is the number of
uncovered flows in this item when we solve the 0-1 knapsack
problem. After modification, the profit of each item is the
summation of importance label values of uncovered flows.
According to the performance analysis in Section III-A-3) and
Section III-B-2), if the approximation ratio of algorithm for
the 0-1 knapsack problem is β, the approximation ratio of
both D-FSC/G-FSC algorithms is 1/(1 +β). We use dynamic
programming and greedy algorithm to solve the 0-1 knapsack
problem in D-FSC and G-FSC algorithms, respectively. In
fact, no matter the importance label of each flow is 1 or other
value, the approximation ratio of dynamic programming and
greedy algorithm for the 0-1 knapsack problem is 1 and 1 /
2, respectively. So after the above modification, the proposed
algorithms can guarantee the same approximation performance
(i.e., 1/2 for D-FSC and 1/3 for G-FSC) for Eq. (5).

Second, if only exact-match rules are installed at all switch-
es in the network, our proposed solution will collect the
statistics of some rules, and all the statistics collected are
from exact-match rules. Our proposed solution can also be
applied in the network where the wildcard rules are deployed,
and the statistical collected may be from the wildcard rule. In
practice, in order to schedule more flows in the network, the
wildcard rules/entries that can match arbitrary header ranges

are allowed to be installed at the switches. The statistics of all
flows matching this wildcard entry will be aggregated into one
value. As a result, the statistics information of each individual
flow can not be distinguished. On the premise that the original-
destination pairs are known, denoted as Γ in an SDN. To
deal with this, we regard all flows matching a wildcard entry
as one ”flow”, which is also called macro-flow [29]. For
example, if one entry e1 matches three flows {γ1, γ2, γ3},
the combination of these three flows can be regarded as one
macro-flow. Our proposed algorithms can be adopted for this
case after some adjustments. However, the proposed solution
has some limitations when dealing with wildcard rules, such
as the partial overlap between ”macro-flows” (i.e., covering
the same flows) and reduced monitoring granularity (and
hence reduced accuracy of per-flow statistics) when collecting
macro-flow statistics. When the wildcard rule is used, what
the proposed D-FSC/G-FSC algorithms solve in each round
is not a 0-1 knapsack problem, but a BMC problem [25]. We
can replace the dynamic programming or greedy algorithm
with an appropriate algorithm [25]. Moreover, the decline of
monitoring accuracy is inevitable, which is not addressed by
the proposed algorithms.

After FSC, we obtain the statistics of aggregated flow e1.
We can also get the statistics of individual flow γ1 if there
is another entry for γ1. Collecting individual flow statistics
can improve the accuracy of FSC but increase the cost, while
collecting aggregated flow statistics reduces the cost of FSC
but decreases the accuracy. We can adjust the algorithm’s
preference for accuracy by carefully setting the importance
label for each individual flow rule and wildcard rule. Recall
that the importance of rules depends on the application’s
requirement. For example, if the application just wants to
cover flows as more as possible, we can set the importance
label (or profit) of the per-flow rule to 1, and set the importance
label of the wildcard rule to the number of flows covered by
this wildcard rule. If the application has higher requirements
for the accuracy of statistical information, the importance label
of the wildcard rule can be appropriately reduced. Elephant
flows may be more important than mouse flows in some traffic
engineering applications, so we can set a larger importance
label for elephant flows than mouse flows (e.g., 5 for elephant
flows and 1 for mouse flows). Traffic from a specific IP may
be more important than other traffic in some attack detection
applications, so we can list these sensitive IP and set a larger
importance label for the matched flows (e.g., 10 for flows
matched sensitive IP and 1 otherwise). The importance label
can be set according to the applications’ needs.

Third, we discuss how to determine the cost threshold
Bi for each switch vi in the practical applications. A simple
way is to estimate parameter Bi through the required CPU
capacity for basic rule operations, as illustrated in Section
II-C. More precisely, provided that the switch can support
the wildcard-based FSC, it is feasible to test the impact of
the FSC on the quantity of installed rules per second [12].
According to the requirement on the number of installed rules
per second on switches, it is feasible to determine the required
CPU utilization for rule operations. Then, we can estimate the
rough value of parameter Bi by Fig. 1.

Fourth, we discuss delay-constraint FSC in an SDN. In
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some practical applications, it is also required that the flow
statistics collection should be completed within a given delay.
For example, for many flow schedulers such as Hedera [30],
the control loop needs less than 500ms for better network
performance. Thus, the delay for FSC should be less than
200ms, so that there remains enough time for flow scheduling
and re-routing [12]. However, even the FSC delay increases
almost linearly with the number of covered flows in the ideal
state [8], the delay will dynamically change with CPU load.
Since it is difficult to predict the real-time CPU utilization,
the FSC delay will be dynamically changed. To deal with this,
after we run the D-FSC or G-FSC algorithms, the controller
will determine a set of wildcard rules, denoted by Ri, for
switch vi. We randomly choose a wildcard, denoted by rj , and
send a request with wildcard rj to the switch. The controller
repeats these operations until the delay threshold expires. In
this situation, the number of collected flows may be reduced
under FSC delay constraint, which will be validated in Section
IV-B.

Fifth, the FSC request can also match multiple fields.
We discuss how matching multiple fields that may affect
the performance of the system. An FSC request identified
multiple wildcard fields will collect fewer flow statistics
compared with single wildcard field. So the controller will
send more FSC requests. Specifically, assuming that each FSC
request matches the source and terminal simultaneously. The
controller will send O(|V |2) FSC requests to each switch,
which is about |V | times of the number of FSC requests
(O(|V |)) using wildcard based on the terminal. Moreover,
the switch needs to process more requests rapidly, which
will cause more control/switch overhead. It is clear that the
control/switch overhead increases as the number of fields a
wildcard matches increases. So a wildcard should not match
too many fields in our work.

Sixth, we discuss when to collect flow statistics. Flow
statistics are needed for applications such as traffic engineering
or security analytic, which runs periodically (e.g. 5 minutes
in [31]). So we can collect flow statistics at the minimum
operating frequency of these applications to support their
needed flow statistics.

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we mainly give the simulation results and
the testing results to show the high efficiency of our proposed
algorithms.

A. Performance Metrics and Benchmarks
Given a per-switch (FSC traffic amount) cost constraint,

we expect to determine an FSC solution to cover more flows,
which benefit different applications, e.g., traffic engineering.
Thus, in our numerical evaluation, we use the following
metrics.

1) The number of covered flows. After determining the FSC
solution, the controller will send FSC requests to different
switches, and we can compute the number of covered
flows in a network.

2) Switchs CPU Utilization. When the switch receive the
FSC requests, it will reply the flow statistics. We will
test the CPU utilization of the switch at this time.

Compared with the state-of-the-art solutions and most-
related solutions, we validate the performance of the proposed
D-FSC and G-FSC algorithms by both simulations and proto-
type experiments. The first one, called per-flow, is adapted
from OpenTM [17], which is a per-flow FSC method. In
OpenTM, the statistic information of each flow is collected by
the controller from a switch along the route path randomly.
In our evaluation, for a flow, if the cost of the selected switch
exceeds its constraint, the statistic information of this flow will
not be collected. The second one is a random wildcard-based
method. Specifically, the controller will randomly choose
wildcard rules for FSC with the cost constraint, and send them
to this switch.

B. Simulation Evaluation

1) Simulation Setting: As running examples, two practical
and typical topologies are adopted in the simulation. one is
the campus network, and the other is the data center network.
We denote the first topology as (a), which is composed of 100
switches, 200 servers and 397 links from [32]. The second one
is the fat-tree topology [33], which has in total 80 switches
(i.e., 32 edge switches, 16 core switches, and 32 aggregation
switches) and 192 servers. Since the authors of [12] have
presented that, for the flow size, more than 80% of the top-
ranked flows may host less than 20% of the total traffic.
Therefore, the size for each flow is allocated according to
this guideline. The average active time of flows is 10 seconds
and the average flow rate is 1Mbps in the test. To measure
the FSC cost in the simulations, we adopt the same parameter
values as in Section II-C. That is, c1 = 96 and c2 = 218 with
unit byte. Each simulation is conducted 100 times, and we
take the average of the numerical results.

2) Simulation Results: To validate the effectiveness of
the presented FSC algorithms, two groups of simulations
are conducted. By default, we generate 120K flows in the
network. We study the different constraints, including FSC
traffic amount constraint and FSC delay constraint, on the
efficiency of FSC. Since the practical connection bandwidth
is tested to be less than 10Mbps [34] [35], the FSC traffic
amount constraint is by default set as 1Mbits (or 1Mb) for
each switch so that there is enough CPU resource for flow
scheduling and re-routing.

The first set of four simulations observes the percentage of
covered flows by altering the values of different parameters,
like the number of flows and the cost constraint threshold. Fig.
2 shows the number of covered flows by changing the number
of flows from 20K to 160K. We observe that, for a given
cost constraint (e.g., 1Mb), when there are more flows in the
network, the number of covered flows increases for all these
algorithms. Specifically, given 100K flows in the network, of
40.6%, 63.7%, 87.1% and 100% traffic statistics information
are collected by four algorithms, respectively, by the left plot
of Fig. 2. It means that, compared with the random method and
the per-flow FSC method, our proposed D-FSC algorithm can
improve the percentage of covered flows by at least 36.3% and
59.4%, respectively. When the FSC traffic amount constraint
on each switch obeys the Gaussian distribution with various
expected values, Fig. 3 shows that the number of covered
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Fig. 2: Flows Coverage (%) vs. Number of Flows with FSC Traffic
Cost Constraint under Uniform Distribution. Left plot: Topology (a);
right plot: Topology (b).
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Fig. 3: Flows Coverage (%) vs. Number of Flows with FSC Traffic
Cost Constraint under Gaussian Distribution. Left plot: Topology (a);
right plot: Topology (b).
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Fig. 4: Number of Covered Flows vs. FSC Traffic Cost Constraint
under Uniform Distribution. Left plot: Topology (a); right plot:
Topology (b).
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Fig. 5: Number of Covered Flows vs. FSC Traffic Cost Constraint
under Gaussian Distribution. Left plot: Topology (a); right plot:
Topology (b).

flows also increases with more flows in the network. Given
100K flows in topology (a), 33.2K, 57.8K, 79.5K and 96.3K
traffic statistics information are collected by four algorithms,
respectively, by the left plot of Fig. 3. In other words, the D-
FSC algorithm can improve the number of covered flows by
about 39.9% and 65.5% compared with the random method
and the per-flow FSC method, respectively. Figs. 2 and 3 also
show that the increasing ratio for covered flows is much slower
with more flows in both topologies. Fig. 4 shows that the
number of covered flows increases almost linearly with the
traffic amount constraint for all algorithms while the constraint
is not large, e.g., less than 1Mb on topology (a). When it
exceeds 1Mb on topology (a), the number of covered flows by
the D-FSC algorithm remains almost unchanged (i.e., number
of all flows in the network). When the traffic constraint of
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Fig. 6: Number of Covered Flows vs. Delay Constraint. Left plot:
Topology (a); right plot: Topology (b).

each switch obeys the Gaussian distribution, Fig. 5 shows the
similar performance as that in Fig. 4. Specifically, given a cost
constraint 1Mb on topology (a), four algorithms can collect
the statistics information of 31.1K, 59.7K, 82.4K and 94.3K
flows, respectively.

To respond to the fourth issue in Section III-C, the second
set of simulations shows that the number of covered flows
with both FSC traffic amount and delay cost constraints for
two proposed algorithms. For the delay of each FSC request,
we adopt the delay cost model as follows [8]: c′(Π′) = 0.19 ·
|Π′|+ 1.21 with unit ms, where Π′ is the covered flow set by
this FSC request. In practice, the delay for each FSC request
may be dynamic. To express the struggle case, we update the
delay cost model as: c(Π′) = δ(0.19 · |Π′|+ 1.21), where δ is
a random constant from 1 to 2. We generate 80K flows in the
network and the FSC traffic amount constraint for each switch
is set as 500K bits. For clear description, D-FSC-WD and
G-FSC-WD denote the D-FSC and G-FSC algorithms with
delay constraint. The simulation results in Fig. 6 shows that
the number of covered flows by changing the delay constraint
from 20ms to 200ms. The number of covered flows increases
almost linearly with the delay constraint for both algorithms
while the delay constraint is not large, e.g., less than 160ms
on topology (a). When it exceeds 160ms on topology (a), the
number of covered flows by both D-FSC-WD and G-FSC-WD
remains almost unchanged.

From the simulation results in Figs. 2-6, three conclusions
can be drawn as follows. First, these simulation results show
that three wildcard-based FSC algorithms (i.e., D-FSC, G-FSC
and random) can achieve better FSC performance than the per-
flow method, which validates the advantage of the wildcard-
based scheme for FSC. Second, both the D-FSC and G-
FSC algorithms can cover more flows in comparison with the
random algorithm and the per-flow FSC method from Figs. 2-
5. Specifically, the D-FSC algorithm can increase the number
of covered flows by about 36.3% and 59.4% in comparison
with the random and per-flow FSC methods, respectively.
Third, though the approximation performance of G-FSC is
worse than that of the D-FSC algorithm, our simulation results
show that the performance of G-FSC is very close to that of
D-FSC. Especially on topology (b), two algorithms achieve
almost the similar performance on a structured topology, e.g.,
topology (b). Thus, we can conclude that both D-FSC/G-FSC
can achieve a satisfactory FSC performance.

C. Test-bed Evaluation

1) Implementation On the Platform: There are two options
to build our SDN platform. The first one is to use the
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physical switches, e.g., H3C S5120-28SC-HI switches in our
lab. It should be noted that the present design of these
H3C switches only allow us to perform the flow statistics
collection using the per-flow and per-switch schemes. These
two schemes have been implemented through the RESTful
APIs. The Ryu controller has specified these APIs. We have
also tested the statistics collection using the per-flow and per-
switch schemes on our H3C S5120 switches. Unfortunately,
the wildcard-based flow statistics collection is not supported
by H3C S5120 switches presently, which are designed based
on the conventional switching fabric. The second is based
on the virtual switches. Compared with hardware switches,
the virtual switches, which are implemented by the software,
have all the three functions of FSC to collect flow statistics.
Thus, our experiments are conducted on the virtual switches.
Fortunately, many hardware vendors produce switches that
support OpenFlow wildcard-based statistics collection, such
as H3C h5560X-EI, Huawei S12700, and Pica8 AS4610-54T.
Therefore, our scheme can be used not only in the cloud
network composed of OVS, but also in the network composed
of hardware switches from different vendors.

2

u1 v1 u2

u3
v4

v2

u4

v3

v5 v6 v7

u5

Fig. 7: Topology of the SDN Platform. Our platform is main-
ly composed of three parts: a controller, seven OpenFlow en-
abled virtual switches {v1, v2, v3, v4, v5, v6, v7}, and five terminals
{u1, u2, u3, u4, u5}.

In our platform, there are two main categories of devices.
One is the SDN controller. We use Ryu (version 4.13 [36]) as
the controller software, and choose a server equipped with a
Core i7-6700 processor and 8GB of RAM to run this controller
software. The other is the virtual switch, which is implemented
using the OVS 2.7.2 [37], running on a VMware with 1GB of
RAM. Fig. 7 shows the topology of our SDN platform. Seven
virtual switches, which are implemented by the OpenFlow
v1.3 standard, compose the data plane. Additionally, five ter-
minals are implemented on virtual machines. Three elements,
which are source IP, source port and destination IP, identify
a flow together. With the identified flows, each terminal can
produce different quantities of flows to others.

2) Testing results: We first measure the CPU utilization to
collect statistics from the OVS as we change the quantity of
covered flows. In this experiment, we generate 60,000 flows
through this switch. To acquire measurement results in the
idle state, which means no other load on each switch, we
configure the switch with the intention that its flow entries will
not be expired. After all terminals finish forwarding packets,
the controller waits for 10s to make sure that each switch is
idle. Then the controller pulls the traffic statistics from the
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switch using the different wildcard rules. From the results in
Fig. 8, we observe that the CPU utilization is almost linearly
increasing with the number of covered flows (or entries) on
the switch. Then, we fit these testing data to a straight line
as y = 0.0002762 · x + 1.0692 using the linear least square
method, where y and x denote the CPU utilization and the
number of covered flows, respectively. Specifically, when we
collect the statistics information of 30,000 and 60,000 flows
from the OVS, the CPU utilization is about 9.3% and 18.0%,
respectively. Using this fitting function, the CPU utilization
for 30,000 and 60,000 flows are 9.4% and 17.6%, respectively.
The difference between the estimated utilization and the real
utilization is not more than 3%. We should note that two
constant parameters c1 and c2 will change with the hardware
configuration for OVS.

In the second experiment, when 2000 flows are generated
in the network, we observe the number of covered flows by
changing the FSC traffic amount constraints for different FSC
algorithms. In the experiment, each source-destination pair
generates the identical number of flows (i.e., 100 flows), and
the controller chooses a path randomly for each flow. Since
the switch’s CPU utilization is difficult to be controlled, it
may lead to inaccurate testing results under busy status. Thus,
our experiments are for the switch’s idle state. Fig. 9 shows
that all algorithms can collect statistics information of more
flows with the increase of FSC traffic amount constraints.
Moreover, D-FSC and G-FSC perform better than the per-flow
and random approaches. For example, given an FSC traffic
constraint of 200kb, four algorithms can cover 567, 927, 1283,
and 1343 flows, respectively. That is to say, D-FSC and G-FSC
can improve the number of covered flows by about 44.9% and
38.4% compared with the random method, respectively.

V. RELATED WORKS

In an SDN, using the counter field of the flow entry, the
switches can count the traffic of each flow. Then, the controller
should know the results of the traffic measurement [38]. There
are two different ways, specified in OpenFlow [10], to perform
flow statistics collection. One is push-based, the other is pull-
based.

We first introduce the push-based flow statistics collection.
When a new flow arrives at a switch and the flow entry is
expired, the switch will send the Packet in and FlowRemoved
messages to the controller, respectively. Using these two
kinds of messages, FlowSense [11] implemented the push-
based collection. Devoflow [12] implemented a new push-
based statistics collection through extending OpenFlow. It can
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identify the elephant flows, and then forward these flows
through a new route path. It should be noted that the push-
based collection needed additional hardware on switches, or
modified the packet head (such as sFlow [39]) to support
this function. In fact, since most commodity switches do not
completely support these requirements, it limits the application
of push-based collection.

Then we introduce the pull-based FSC. It is uncomplicated
and many SDN applications support it. There are three dif-
ferent schemes for FSC. The first one is the per-flow FSC.
Through simple logic, OpenTM [17] queried the flow table
counters using traffic matrix estimation. The authors [15]
devised an adaptive fetching scheme. In this scheme, the data
was pulled from switches to the controllers, and the rate of
queries changed according to the flow rates. PayLess [40]
traded off the accuracy and network overhead for FSC. To col-
lect flow statistics, it designed a flexible RESTful API, which
could be used at different aggregation levels. The second
one is the per-switch FSC. Both FlowCover [13] and CeMon
[16] presented per-switch monitoring schemes with low cost.
Various network management tasks were supported in these
per-switch monitoring schemes. The statistics information of
all the flows were collected by the controller, when FSC was
triggered. The authors [8] have shown that both the per-flow
and per-switch FSC schemes caused the serious cost of each
switch, and prevented the packet forwarding. Unfortunately,
some applications, like flow re-routing [12], demanded that
the FSC should be performed frequently enough when using
the pull-based scheme. The third one is the wildcard-based
FSC. Xu et al. [8] proposed a cost-optimized FSC mechanism,
which supported wildcard-based requests [41], and presented
a rounding-based algorithm for this problem. However, this
work does not take the switch’s computing resource constraint
into accounts, and may result in higher switch cost, which will
seriously interfere with the switch’s basic functions.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we studied how to perform FSC with less
interference with the switch’s basic functions. We proposed
the CP-FSC problem. Then, to solve this problem, two ap-
proximation algorithms were designed, and are implemented
on our SDN platform. The extensive simulation results show
the high efficiency of our proposed algorithms. In the future,
we will study how to determine the feasible value of cost
constraint for more design choices of efficient FSC.
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